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With Mark Wahlberg, Rachel Weisz, Susan Sarandon, Stanley Tucci.n The focus is on a young girl who was murdered. This is
the second film in recent times to chronicle the life and death of a man who was murdered in New York. The Chernobyl zone
(International) will tell us about an event that was a shock to the whole world. 6. 28 Days Later: The Mystery Children of Miss
Peregrine Genre: Horror, Drama, Thriller Premiere: October 21, 2007 Directed by: Martin Scorsese Actors: Patrick Swayze,

Vin Diesel, Ashley Judd, Will Ferrell and others. 28 days later / 28 Days Till Now Genres: Horror, Thriller, Drama US
premieres: October 18, 2007; October 26, 2007, November 4, 2007 Foreword: On November 28, 2005 at 10:15 pm, a young

girl named Irene was driving in her car on the road to New York. Suddenly, a car accident occurs near her, in which Irene dies.
Three days later, the body of a young woman is found in her place, but there are strange marks on it that lead to the place where
the accident took place - to the house. This house is located in a small village called Portland. Local residents are sure that it was
here that Irene was killed. The house gathers locals who suspect none other than the young psychotherapist Andy Cohen of the

murder. They believe that he killed the girl and then decided to get rid of the body. 8. The contract of the draftswoman
(Conjure) France, UK, USA Genre: drama, melodrama Premiere: October 16, 2007 Promotional trailer: Contract artist / The
Artist's Couriers Genre movie posters: Rules of the game: Last Night in New York / The Night of the Living Dead The poster

for the film was not successful, it hurts the film, it would be better to have something plot, like in PJ, but still, since it happened
with this film, then this poster was placed. 10. Book Thief
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